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Jared Agard
Living Bones

978-1633920-29-3
How do you stop something thatâs already dead?

November 2015

In Middle School, you’re either on 
the top, a member of  the nameless 
masses in the middle, or one of  
the total losers on the bottom. My 
name is Travis Scott, and I’m at the 
very top. I’m not conceited. It’s just 
fact.

Then, there’s Nolan. He’s pretty 
much at the very bottom. I mean, 
most people don’t even know his 
name. They just call him the Freak.

So why would someone like me 
start hanging out with someone 
like him? The answer will sound 

ridiculous, but I swear that it’s the truth. The skeleton in our 
science classroom is trying to kill him. I have to stop it, I just don’t 
know how.



Kell Andrews
Deadwood

978-1939392-07-7

Sometimes a lucky ritual can become a curse

Seventh-grader Martin Cruz 
hates his rotten new town, Lower 
Brynwood, but with his mom 
fighting a war in Afghanistan, he 
has no other choice but to live 
with his crazy aunt. Then he gets a 
message from a tree telling him it’s 
cursed—and so is he.

It’s not just any tree either, it’s the 
Spirit Tree, an ancient beech the 
football team carves for good luck 
before the season opener. But every 
year they lose. 

Now the Spirit Tree is dying, and the other trees in the park 
are toppling around it like dominoes. The town is plagued with 
unexplainable accidents and people begin to fade, drained of  life.

  
 Martin must team up with a know-it-all soccer star, Hannah 
Vaughan, if  he has any chance of  breaking the curse. If  they fail 
to save the Spirit Tree, it could mean the destruction of  Lower 
Brynwood and a permanent case of  bad luck.

June 2014



Ray Ballantyne
The Last Child of Hamelin

978-1937053-55-0

Any gift can be corrupted
Sixty years have passed, and the 
people of  Hamelin have yet to heal 
from the loss of  their children to 
the Pied Piper. Pieter has grown 
up in a town without joy, without 
hope, without music. Yet his heart 
is full of  songs and tunes he cannot 
express.
 
He often escapes to the side 
of  Koppelberg Mountain, the 
very spot where the children 
disappeared, and there he can hear 
what he thinks no one else can—
the notes of  the Piper’s song still 
floating on the air. But there is 
another who hears: Old Simon, who as a boy, was left behind
Pieter’s musical gift creates a connection with the piper of  legend, 
but will Pieter be able to control the magic of  his music or will it 
control him, as it did the Pied Piper?

 

August 2014



Eldritch Black
The Book of Kindly Deaths

978-1-939392-95-4

September 2014

When twelve-year old Eliza 
Winter finds a secret room in her 
grandfather’s sprawling, Gothic 
house, her safe, sheltered life is 
blown apart. Inside, below a stained 
glass sits The Book of  Kindly 
Deaths.

In defiance of  her controlling 
mother, Eliza takes the book. 
As night sets in, Eliza reads one 
haunting story after another. And 
the further she journeys inside the 
book, the more the boundaries 
between our world and a shadowy 
land of  monsters and forbidden 
places begin to blur.

When the strange, crooked man from the book arrives on the 
doorstep claiming to be a rare book collector and demanding entry 
into the house, Eliza’s world is turned upside down. To escape 
him she must dive all the way into the spine-tingling world of  The 
Book of  Kindly Deaths to save her grandfather—and write an end 
to the nightmare she’s caught inside.

What if the monsters in your book were real?



Kathleen Bullock
Almost Magic

978-1939392-11-4

May 2015

Apple is a rare attractor
Ever since she turned twelve, 
Apple Bramblewood’s life has 
been plagued by visits from weird 
creatures from the magical realms.

It seems she is a rare Attractor, a 
Wizard whose sole talent is solving 
the clamorous demands of  very 
odd beings, usually in the most 
unorthodox, haphazard, and klutzy 
ways. Apple doesn’t want to be 
an Attractor; her most passionate 
goal is to attend the ordinary high 
school with ordinary kids where 
her perfect older sister, Cornelia, is 
allowed to go. Her parents have no 
doubts about Cornelia’s magical prowess, but Apple seems destined 
to be home-schooled forever if  she can’t pass the entrance exam 
and perfect at least one magical enchantment.

Almost Magic is Apple’s first-person account of  that magic summer 
between childhood and adolescence and, in Apple’s case, one filled 
with the most amazing, hilarious, and often dangerous events.



Jennifer Carson
Hapenny Magick

978-1937053-91-8

April 2014

Even the smallest voice can create big change

Maewyn Bridgepost, the tiniest 
Hapenny, a race of  little people, 
spends her days, from breakfast 
to midnight nibble, scrubbing 
the hearth, slopping the pigs, and 
cooking for her guardian, Gelbane, 
who never spares a kind word. As 
if  life as a servant isn’t bad enough, 
Mae learns that Gelbane is a troll 
and Hapennies are a troll delicacy. 
Years ago, a spell trapped Gelbane 
in Mae’s village. Ever since, 
Gelbane has been chiseling away 
the magic protections and now 
Mae’s home is destined to become 
a smorgasbord for half-starved 
trolls. When her best friend, Leif, goes missing, it will take all of  
Mae’s courage to friend her friend and protect her village. When 
pitchforks, sewing needles, pots, brooms and a little magick are the 
only weapons at hand, the hapennies discover that great victories 
can be accomplished no matter what size you are, but only if  you 
stick together.



Jennifer Carson
Tangled Magick

978-1-63392-000-2

April 2015

A Hapenny should lead a simple life...

But when her mentor, the wizard 
Callum, leads a Great Expedition, 
Maewyn joins, knowing that to be the 
best protector of  the Wedge she can 
be, she must be familiar with what the 
world holds beyond her tiny village.

When you are only 3 foot tall, the 
outside world can be a scary place, and 
the hapennies soon find themselves 
knee deep in troll trouble. Captured by 
a gang of  trolls the group is taken to 
a broken-down castle to be servants to 
the troll queen, Huldfrejya. Unfortunately, Callum is cast into a deep 
slumber. It’s up to Maewyn to rescue herself  and her friends before they 
are entangled by a powerful magickal enchantment that will turn them 
into slaves to the troll queen forever!

    “Carson has created a delightful story of  joy and wonder and courage. I’m 
looking forward to sharing this one with my children.” Jim Hines, author 
of  the  Goblin Hero  series.



K.T.Gannon
The House on Blister Hill

978-1-63392-000-2

October 2015

Her worst fears in the middle of her worst heartache

In the summer of  1949, twelve-year-
old Neddy Puddyâs only concern is 
settling a score with Delores Shrumm, 
her former best friend. But one 
summer night, a strange snow falls 
over Heavenâs Peak, North Carolina, 
leaving blisters on anyone it touches.

Grandpa Joe dons his bowler hat the 
next morning and sets out with Old 
Jim Flint to solve the mystery, only to 
end up dead. To make matters worse, 
all the adults in Heavenâs Peak have 
come down with the floating flu, 
and an evil carnival has risen on Blister Hill. When the carnival owner 
threatens to eliminate each and every bugsnot kid west of  the Dismal 
Swamp, Neddy knows that everyone she loves might disappear with the 
last fold of  the carnivalâs tents.

With a posse of  misfit kids and Old Jim Flint by her side, Neddy will 
have to face her worst fears in the middle of  her worst heartache. But 
will she live to tell the tale?



Rhys Jones
The Obsidian Pebble

978-1937053-74-1

October 2013

His mother wants to move, but 
Oz would rather do double algebra 
every day for twelve months than 
leave. Where others see spooky, Oz 
sees wonder, mystery, and aching 
reminders of  his deceased dad. 

When he and his friends hear ghostly 
footsteps in the boarded-up dorm at 
Halloween, it leads to an exploration 
of  the old place’s eerie reputation.

In his Dad’s locked study, Oz finds a 
parcel addressed to him and posted 
by his dad the day before he died. 
Inside is the obsidian pebble, a 

technology of  astonishing scientific power and a clue to Penwurt’s 
secrets.

Oz Chambers lives in a haunted house



Rhys Jones
The Beast of Seabourne

978-1-939392-13-8

October 2014

The obsidian pebble, gifted to him 
by his dead father, is an artefact of  
astonishing power.  The sort of  
power that makes the year eight 
science project a hands-down 
walkover thanks to the the pebble’s 
genius avatar, Soph.

But, there are sinister forces abroad 
who will do just about anything 
to get their hands on the pebble, 
and when fellow pupils start being 
attacked,  Oz finds himself  in very 
hot water.  Soon Oz and his friends, 
Ruff  and Ellie, are caught up in a 
centuries old mystery involving a 
missing ring, lava toothpaste and a 

murderous monster known as the Beast of  Seabourne.

Oz Chambers has a wonderful secret...



Darby Karchut
Finn Finnegan

978-1-937053-32-1

March 2013

Finn (not bleedin’ Finnegan) MacCullen

Finn MacCullen is eager to 
begin his apprenticeship. He 
soon discovers the ups and 
downs of  hunting monsters in a 
suburban neighborhood under the 
demanding tutelage of  the Knight, 
Gideon Lir. Both master and 
apprentice are descendants of  the 
Tuatha De Danaan, a magical race 
of  warriors from Ireland. Scattered 
long ago to the four corners of  
the world, the De Danaan wage a 
two thousand year old clandestine 
battle with their ancient enemy, the 
Amandán, a breed of  goblin-like 
creatures.

Now with the beasts concentrating their attacks on Finn, he and his 
master must race to locate the lost Spear of  the Tuatha De Danaan, 
the only weapon that can destroy the Amandán, all the while hiding 
his true identity from his new friends, Rafe and Savannah, twins 
whose South African roots may hold a key to Finn’s survival.



Darby Karchut
Gideon’s Spear

978-1-937053-94-9

March 2014

“Faugh a ballagh!”

For Finn MacCullen, it’s time to 
Irish up.

When a power-crazed sorceress 
and the neighborhood pack of  
beast-like goblins team up and 
threaten both his master and his 
friends, thirteen-year-old Finn (not 
Finnegan) MacCullen does the 
only thing an apprentice monster 
hunter can do: he takes the fight to 
the enemy. And woe to the foe he 
meets along the way.

   “It’s rare to find a sequel that raises the 
bar, but ye gods! Karchut has done it with Gideon’s Spear! Loads of  action 
and humor, as well as a formidable new enemy, will keep readers turning the 
pages right to the  end of  Finn MacCullen’s latest adventure.”
    –Jeannie Mobley, author of   Katerina’s Wish



Darby Karchut
The Hound at the Gate

978-1-939392-48-0

January 2015

Autumn: the season of endings. And beginnings.

Especially for one young apprentice.

At the annual Festival of  the Hunt, 
thirteen-year-old apprentice goblin 
hunter Finn MacCullen and his 
master, Gideon Lir, join other Tuatha 
De Danaan to honor their people’s 
heritage. But Finn soon realizes that 
there are some who denounce his 
right to attend due to his half-human 
bloodline.

While he struggles to keep his place 
by his master’s side, he finds himself  
embroiled in a decades-old grudge 
between Gideon and another Knight, 
bewildered (and beguiled) by a female apprentice with a temper as 
explosive as his own, and battling a pack of  goblins determined to wipe 
out the entire camp in a surprise attack.

It’s going to take some fancy knife work, the help of  a female Knight 
with a lethal bow, and one old pick up truck to defeat the goblins and 
prove to his people that his blood runs true-blue Tuatha De Danaan.



Bryce Leung & Kristy Shen
Little Miss Evil

978-1939392-09-1

March 2015

Thirteen-year-old Fiona regularly sees her dad on the 
news with the caption “EVIL GENIUS”.

When you live in a volcano, ride to 
school in a helicopter, and regularly see 
your dad on the news with the caption 
“EVIL GENIUS” underneath his 
picture, it takes a lot to rattle you.

Until you get a message that says: We 
have your father. Deliver the NOVA in 
24 hours or we will kill him.

What’s a NOVA you ask? It’s a nuclear 
bomb capable of  turning the city into a 
radioactive mushroom cloud, and ever 
since Fiona’s dad built it, it’s caused 
nothing but grief. But telling him to 
stop building weapons is like telling 
Michelangelo to stop painting.
And that’s why thirteen-year-old Fiona has a flamethrower strapped to 
her arm. After all, who’d mess with a girl who can throw fireballs?
Apparently, these guys.
Big mistake.



Timothy Miller
Awoken
978-1-937053-53-6

March 2014

Michael’s special power might rewrite all  humanity. 

Fourteen-year-old Michael Stevens 
has never been ordinary; no orphan 
who hears music coming from 
rocks considers himself  a typical 
teenager. But life gets a lot more 
complicated when two-foot-tall, 
albino, doll-like men sneak into his 
room one night, transforming the 
harmless music into a frightening 
ability he cannot control.

Soon, strangers in black suits begin 
to ask unsettling questions while 
unnatural animals with mismatched 
eyes haunt the streets. They are 
hunting, and not just Michael: 
anyone he cares about is in danger.

With the help of  a mysterious drifter, an annoying girl he’s 
accidentally mutated, and one of  those creepy doll men, Michael 
finds himself  in the middle of  a war that could forever change the 
world he knows – reconstructing the very definition of  humanity.



Daisy Whitney
Ben Fox: Zombie Squirell 

Specialist at Your Service 
978-1-939392-19-0

October 2014

The battle won’t be easy, 
because squirrel zombies are 
the most dangerous of all…

Ten-year-old Ben Fox has good 
friends, a great dog, and a lightning-
fast little sister who drives him a bit 
batty. The only thing in the fifth 
grader’s life that’s truly annoying–
well, besides having to wear braces 
on his feet every day–is the family’s 
wily Siamese cat, Percy. Ben has 
always suspected something was 
off  about Percy, who has never 
shown him or his beloved dog, 
Captain Sparkles, much affection.

But now he’s sure something is off—Percy has raised an army of  
squirrel zombies in the backyard and they’re ready to take on the 
dog.



T.J. Wooldridge
The Kelpie

978-1-937053-78-9

December 2013

Some things are too dangerous to take on by yourself...

I can’t honestly say I was joking when I 
suggested to my best friend, Joe – Prince 
Joseph, eldest son of  England’s Crown 
Prince – that we could probably find 
something the police had missed in regards 
to the missing children. After all, eleven 
and twelve year olds like us did that all 
the time on the telly and in the books we 
read.

When Heather and Joe decide to be 
Sleuthy MacSleuths on the property 
abutting the castle Heather’s family 
lives in, neither expected to discover 
the real reason children were going 
missing:

A Kelpie. A child-eating faerie horse had moved into the loch 
“next door.” The two barely escape with their lives, but they 
aren’t safe. Caught in a storm of  a Faerie power games, Heather, 
Joe, and Heather’s whole family must face off  with talking cats, 
scheming fey nobles, ghostly secrets, and a magick more powerful 
than any of  them expected.



T.J. Wooldridge
The Earl’s Childe

978-1-939392-43-5

December 2014

Every secret has a price. Every choice has a consequence.

 My chore after dinner is to feed my 
kelpie.  A kelpie, if  you don't know, is a 
carnivorous faerie horse. 

Heather MacArthur had a hard 
enough time dealing with the arrival 
of  a kelpie into her life, but that was 
only the beginning.
Summoned as liaison between 
humans and faerie, Heather is 
informed by the fey nobles that 
another danger has arrived in the 
area and is claiming rights to the 
MacArthur lands: a particularly 
mad daoine síth named Calbraith, 

that even the kelpie finds "cruel and unusual."As luck would have 
it, twenty students have also just arrived at the MacArthur family 
castle for her mother’s riding camp.

It will take Heather, her whole family, the royal family, and a few 
friends she didn't realize she had, to keep Calbraith from enslaving-
-or killing--all of  them.



T.J. Wooldridge
Silent Starsong

978-1939392-94-7

July 2014

What would you do to hear the star’s songs?
Eleven-year-old Kyra Starbard has a 
proud family legacy of interpreting 
the future from the stars’ songs.  
But her deafness, incurable by the 
best medics, breaks her mother’s 
heart and pushes her father to try 
anything—including the expensive 
purchase of a telepathic alien 
servant.

Marne’s telepathy is too weak for 
his Naratsset culture, so he is sold 
into slavery and expects to die at 
the hands of cruel owners—until he 
meets a human child who begs her 
father to “save” him.  Her kindness 
introduces Marne to a new world—

one where he would risk his life to save a human from her own 
people’s abuse and the stars’ songs can touch even a deaf girl and 
a defective telepath. 
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